UK PUBLIC DEBUT FOR UNIQUE BATTISTA AS AUTOMOBILI PININFARINA PARTNERS WITH THE BRITISH LIBRARY ‘LEONARDO DA VинCI: A MIND IN MOTION’ EXHIBITION

(London, 7th June 2019): Automobili Pininfarina is presenting the 1,900 hp, zero-emissions Battista hypercar on general public display in the UK for the first time in a bespoke enclosure in the British Library’s main Piazza from Thursday 6th June to Sunday 9th June.

The stunning Battista design model, in a unique exterior finish, is in London representing Automobili Pininfarina’s partnership with the British Library’s ‘Leonardo da Vinci: A Mind in Motion’ exhibition. A new film of this unique Battista at the British Library has been produced celebrating the luxury electric car company’s ambitions for extreme performance, innovative engineering and beautiful style – principles of modern-day Italian automotive design that resonate back to Leonardo’s inspirational work.

The Pininfarina Battista was presented to a select audience at a VIP preview event yesterday (6th June) by Automobili Pininfarina Design Director, Luca Borgogno. At the reception, Borgogno said: “We are incredibly proud to be partnering with the British Library and celebrating the life and work of a true Italian genius. Leonardo proved that design and engineering can be revolutionary, functional and beautiful and this is a principle by which Pininfarina has lived throughout its 90-year history. The Battista will set new levels for performance and deliver innovative engineering solutions in an elegant and beautiful body, so we hope it represents how we, as Italians, have been inspired by Leonardo for centuries.”

Pininfarina Battista

The Battista is set to redefine automotive power and technology when the first cars are produced in 2020 at the home of Pininfarina S.p.A. in Cambiano, near Turin. It will be the most powerful car ever produced by a European car manufacturer and the first pure-electric hypercar for the Italian sports and luxury car creator. The Horsepower output is the result of Battista’s unique front-mounted, 6.43 litre naturally-aspirated engine designed by Pininfarina Design and the Battista’s electric motor will provide 1,900hp in total, which will make Battista the most powerful production car ever.
produced in Italy, where the famous carrozzeria will hand-build just 150 editions of the zero-emissions, pure-electric Battista.

It is anticipated that only 50 of the 150 electric hypercars will be available for the European market and the Battista is now available to order. Potential customers are invited to apply to own a Battista using an online service within the company’s website: Apply Now.

‘Leonardo da Vinci: A Mind in Motion’ at the British Library

Marking the 500th anniversary of the passing of Leonardo da Vinci, the British Library’s ‘Leonardo da Vinci: A Mind in Motion’ exhibition (7th June – 8th September 2019) will reveal how Leonardo believed motion to be the “cause of all life”.

Leonardo da Vinci is known first and foremost as an artist but the British Library’s exhibition will focus on his notebooks and the unique and compelling insight they offer into the workings of his mind and his scientific investigations.

It will be the first time a selection of notes and drawings from the Codex Arundel, owned by the British Library, the Codex Forster, owned by the V&A, and the Codex Leicester, owned by Bill Gates, will be displayed together in the UK.

The exhibition will also look at how the scientific exploration of nature and motion found in his notebooks directly informed his work as an inventor and artist. More information can be found here: www.bl.uk/events/leonardo-da-vinci-a-mind-in-motion.

Leonardo was exceptionally skilled as a draughtsman and able to express in visual terms the form and intended function of his designs and drawings: principles similar to those on which the Pininfarina carrozzeria was founded by Battista ‘Pinin’ Farina in 1930.
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Editor’s notes

Automobili Pininfarina and the Battista

Automobili Pininfarina will offer a range of pure-electric luxury cars from late 2020. The first, the Battista, takes the name of Battista ‘Pinin’ Farina, the founder of Pininfarina, the Italian automotive styling house he began in 1930. It will be designed and hand-crafted under contract by Pininfarina S.p.A. in Cambiano, Italy.

The British Library

The British Library is the national library of the United Kingdom and one of the world’s greatest research libraries. It provides world class information services to the academic, business, research and scientific communities and offers unparalleled access to the world’s largest and most comprehensive research collection. The Library’s collection has developed over 250 years and exceeds 150 million separate items representing every age of written civilisation and includes books, journals, manuscripts, maps, stamps, music, patents, photographs, newspapers and sound recordings in all written and spoken languages. Up to 10 million people visit the British Library website – www.bl.uk – every year where they can view up to 4 million digitised collection items and over 40 million pages.